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To bolster his skills in risk assessment, Aramco employee Abdullah AlMawash joined Willis Towers Watson’s (WTW) actuarial consultants through one of Aramco’s professional development programs.

The multinational company, WTW, specializes in consulting with a designated team of actuarial consultants concentrating on a wide array of topics, including benefits and retirement support. WTW consults directly with Aramco, sustaining benefits behind the scenes.

Aramco Training Services Company (ATSC) coordinated this yearlong training partnership between Aramco and WTW where AlMawash joined the WTW actuarial team’s work on Aramco benefits. During this time, AlMawash worked closely with Jonathan Sterbanz, a senior director who functions as a point of contact for Aramco’s consulting with WTW.

“This was such a positive experience,” reflected Sterbanz. “We really appreciated having Abdullah embedded in our team. There was an incredible amount of value we got out of this partnership. Abdullah brought an extraordinary energy, and it was beneficial to our entire team to work closely with Abdullah to gain a better understanding of how Aramco and the broader corporate world approaches our joint projects.”

At WTW, AlMawash contributed to Aramco ventures operated by the firm, including ASC and Motiva projects. This gave him vital experience and a valuable understanding of the ins-and-outs of the actuarial work performed on behalf of Aramco. Furthermore, during his time he participated on a two-month intensive training, complete with lectures, presentations to WTW leadership, and actuarial assignments to further his actuarial knowledge.

It is because of this desire to learn more AlMawash chose to partner with WTW. This yearlong partnership allowed AlMawash to associate directly and collaborate with his host company, which enabled him to gain vital skills to enhance his knowledge.

“It is very crucial to work on these things firsthand. Working with Willis Towers Watson, I saw projects through from beginning to end. At the office, I got to learn from experts who helped me gain experience,” says AlMawash.

AlMawash started working with the Aramco policy and planning team in October 2016 where he has focused on retirement benefits. His attention to detail and drive to constantly learn benefits his team greatly.
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